Case Study
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Office Solutions

Equity decreases
printing costs by 20%,
increases security and
meets environmental
targets

Equity Insurance Group had been reliant on an
unmanageable estate of outdated, non-networked
photocopiers. Ricoh installed approximately 69
Multifunctional Products (MFPs) across five locations,
supported by Equitrac Office 4 and proximity card

release. This has already produced significant cost
savings across the board, and helped the company to
both satisfy crucial Data Protection criteria and help
achieve its environmental goals.

Executive summary
Name:
Location:
Size:
Activity:

Equity Insurance Group
Brentwood, Essex
1,600 employees
Financial services

Challenges
• Inefficient use of 300 print and copier devices spread
over five locations
• Little or no information about the costs of
consumables or control over hardware procurement
• Poor print control hindering ability to reach
environmental and data protection targets

Solution
• Ricoh Office Solution

Benefits
• Expected to deliver a saving of 20% in printing costs
across the business
• Cuts device numbers from 300 to 69 reducing energy
use and freeing up office and storage space
• Achieves a 30% reduction in paper use
• Time on administration reduced as print output is
managed from one source

Case Study Equity Insurance Group

Challenges
Equity Insurance Group comprises two specialist divisions:
underwriting business Equity Red Star, and insurance
broking business Equity Direct Broking. The Group is widely
recognised as a benchmark for service delivery, technical
expertise, claims management and underwriting excellence.
The organisation has five UK offices and 1600 employees.
The Group was struggling with a collection of more than
300 print and copier devices – of various types – across five
of its UK offices. This had triggered a disjointed purchasing
process, with the organisation possessing no real control
over hardware procurement or the cost of consumables.
Meanwhile, the devices were not only taking up valuable
desktop space, but they also generated excessive heat, and
demanded a host of costly maintenance solutions.
In addition, the Group realised that the inefficient print and
copier estate was hampering its plans to attain carbon
neutral status, as well as jeopardising its ability to satisfy vital
Data Protection criteria.

Solution
Equity turned to its preferred supplier Ricoh, which provided
the company with an overall print strategy rather than just
offering a hardware replacement like other dealers.
After undertaking a site-by-site by device audit of Equity’s
print and copy usage, Ricoh recommended a range of its
Multifunctional Products (MFPs) with the ability to fax, scan,
print and copy – bringing the number of devices down to
just 69 across all the sites.
The machines would be supported by Equitrac software,
which would be loaded onto its print servers. Equitrac
allows Equity to set rules-based printing, such as
automatically printing duplex, or setting the default to
mono on all printing.
As well as reducing the overall cost of printing, Equitrac
offers a management reporting tool that gives the
organisation a greater understanding of its employees’
printing behaviour – which are heavy users, how much they
print and to which devices – which can subsequently lead
managers to identify potential cost savings.

Benefits
Equity has already seen a host of benefits at different levels
throughout the organisation. In fact, the Group now
anticipates cost savings of 20 percent across the board as a
result of the new print and copier estate.
The huge reduction in devices – and subsequent
consolidation of toner types – has freed up valuable office
and storage space, as well as lowering heat output. In
addition, the company now purchases 30 percent less paper,
and is predicting a significant reduction in its electricity
usage. These have all contributed towards Equity achieving
its carbon footprint targets.
Meanwhile, Equitrac enables secure printing for the
organisation, which satisfies the Financial Services Authority
(FSA) requirements, as print material will only be produced
when released by an individual’s security card or PIN. This
also helps to reduce paper waste.
Elsewhere the Equitrac software has provided Equity with a
transparent view of the entire organisation’s print use
through its easy-to-understand reporting tool. This has led
to the company identifying where cost savings can be made
and where efficiency can be improved.
Crucially, time spent on administration has been cut, as all
print output is now provided, managed and measured from
one source.

Ricoh Solution/Products
• 69 MFPs

• Equitrac Office

“Equity Insurance Group now anticipates cost savings of 20% across the
board as a result of the new print and copier estate.”
Ricoh Staff, On Customer Feedback
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